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Included in delivery: 1 x bottom pulley block (a), 1 x pulley strap (b), 1 x top pulley 
block with rope (c), 2 x wood screws 4.5 x 30 mm (d), 1 x strap with clip to retain 

the rope (e).

Put umbrella up and lock in place with the pin provided. Mark position for two holes 
for the top pulley block, below the upper hub of the umbrella and approx. 5 cm apart,
and drill the holes (3.5 mm Ø).
CAUTION: The two holes must be positioned in dead center between the struts of the 
umbrella. Otherwise, there is a danger of the struts breaking when the umbrella is closed!

Now attach the top pulley block using the two enclosed wood screws.

Using pliers, open the leather strap with buckle and pull it out of the pin strap, as 
the straps have to be reattached in a different configuration.

The various straps are now threaded onto the leather strap with buckle in the 
following order: Strap with clip (e), 1st loop of the pulley strap (b) with the integrated
bottom pulley block (a), loop of the pin strap, 2nd loop of the pulley strap (b). 
Please ensure that the bottom pulley block is aligned flush with the top pulley block.

Once you have aligned all the straps, refasten the leather strap with the buckle. 
Take care not to snare the rope in the strap. 

Threading the rope through the pulley blocks:
Turn the umbrella so that it is positioned as shown 
in the sketch and begin with the bottom pulley block 
in the order 1, 2, 3, 4.
At the lower rollers (1) and (3), the rope is inserted 
from the front, at the upper rollers (2) and (4) 
from the rear.  
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